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Abstrat

We present the results of a searh for high redshift galaxies in the North Elipti Pole (NEP) �eld using a multi-wavelength data set omprising of

optial, mid-infrared data from the AKARI satellite, submillimetre data at 250, 350, 500 µm from the Hershel-SPIRE instrument and at 850 µm from

the SCUBA-2 instrument on the JCMT.

We use two tehniques: an 850µm detetion from SCUBA-2 and no SPIRE detetions (250− 500µm) �nding 36 high-z andidates, together with

another submm tehnique, SPIRE olour-olour diagrams and 500µm risers, to selet an additional 286 high-z andidates. We perform Spetral Energy

Distribution (SED) �tting with our band-merged atalogue and alulate the photometri redshifts, Star Formation Rate (SFR) and evaluate their

position in the Main Sequene (MS) by the di�erent models and Star formation Histories (SFH) assumed.

North Elipti Pole

The data used are: SCUBA-2 data at 850µm [1℄ and from

SPIRE at 250µm, 350µm and 500µm [2℄ in the NEP, whih

has been observed by several spae telesopes and made

unique by the ontiguous wavelength overage of the AKARI

data. We ross-orrelate the SCUBA-2 data with optial-

NIR data [3℄ using a searh radius of 5′′ in the NEP deep

�eld, whereas in the Wide �eld the SPIRE atalogue is

mathed with the optial-NIR data [4℄ using 7′′ searh ra-

dius instead. Moreover, we inorporate unpublished SUB-

ARU optial data from [5℄.

Figure 1: The �gure shows the SCUBA-2 map (∼ 1deg2) and

the Hershel map (∼ 9deg2) , whih have been used to produe the

high-z andidates atalogue.

Conlusions

• 322 high-z andidates (z > 1.5) are seleted, 20 of

them with zphot > 4. The average redshift for the
soures with more than 5 photometri detetions

(200 soures) by the SCUBA-2 maps method (36

andidates) is z = 2.8 (0.8 < z < 4.9) and z = 3.4
(1.2 < z < 6.8) by the �ux riteria [6℄.

• High star formation rate :

22M⊙/yr < SFR < 12000M⊙/yr by

[6℄ model and delayed SFH and

324M⊙/yr < SFR < 5864M⊙/yr by [7℄ model

and SFH delayed with a starburst.

• At least 8 % lie above the MS depending on the

SFH and model assumed.

Future work

Spetrosopi follow-up observations of extreme soures. will be the

subjet of further study with future sensitive broad-band spetro-

sopi observations at millimeter wavelengths.
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Seletion of high redshift andidates

• SCUBA-2 maps: 36 high-z andidates

Figure 2: Example of one of the 36 high-z andidates se-

leted by the maps tehnique:there is a detetion in SCUBA-2

map but no in the SPIRE atalogue, however there is a soure

in the SPIRE maps and we mesure the �ux diretly from the

map when the F250µm > 10 mJy and there is a detetion in

another band.

• FIR olour diagrams: 286 high-z andidates

Figure 3: Colour-olour diagram of the SPIRE bands

250µm/350µm ratio against 500µm/350µm ratio. It shows

266 high-z andidates seleted by [8℄ and 41 500µm risers (23

of them inluded in the previous riterion.). All in all, we

selet 286 high-z andidates that lie in the expeted area of

the diagram with the redshift in the bar axis.

Photo-z of the high-z population by SED �tting using Cigale

We have produed SED �tting with Cigale [9℄ by using di�erent models and Star Formation Histories (SFH) onsidering

just the soures with at least 5 photometri detetions [11℄.

The photometri redshift and the SFR learly depend on the model used and the SFH assumed. The average redshift

for the soures with more than 5 photometri detetions (200 soures):

• SCUBA-2 maps method (36 andidates) we �nd z = 2.8 (0.8 < z < 4.9) and z = 3.4 (1.2 < z < 6.8) by the �ux

method, bot by using [6℄ models.

• We �nd lower redshifts by using [7℄ z = 1.9 (0.1 < z < 5.6).

We have alulated the SFR for the high-z andidates by eah model: 22M⊙/yr < SFR < 12000M⊙/yr by [6℄ and

delayed SFH model and 324M⊙/yr < SFR < 5864M⊙/yr by [7℄ model and SFH delayed with a starburst.

Figure 4: Example of 2 SEDs �tting by using [6℄ model.

(Left) Soure at zphot = 6.3 (Right) zphot = 4.4 whih has

not been onsiderate in the redshift average, but it is a good

example of high-z andidate).

Figure 5: The �gure shows the highest-z soure by using

[7℄ model at zphot = 5.6.

We study the Main Sequene of galaxies (MS) with [7℄ model and by using both riteria (SCUBA-2 maps and �ux

riteria). Both methods �nd soures at similar redshift and with similar SFR, demostrating that the SCUBA-2 maps

method an be used to �nd high-z soures. 8 % of the soures lie above the MS where we �nd better results by using

a delayed SFH whih inludes a starburst in the SED �tting.

Figure 6: SFR against M∗ with the z represented in the

bar. The riterion 2 (SCUBA-2 maps method) �nd similar

redshift and SFR than the FIR olour method (riterion 1).

Figure 7: MS of galaxies for z = 2 (blak line shows the

MS [10℄) by using a delayed SFH whih inludes a starburst

in the SED �tting. 8 % of the soures lie above the MS.


